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354 Z. AsiDA
                              Intreductioii

    A study of the stimulation of the Atdrovanda leaf by a suclden change
of water temperature has already been reported (As}iiDA, '35). But research
in t'his field is scarce, and the writer wished to fill iR details, improving tlie
method and extending the range of temperatures.
    Furthermore, the velocity of adaptation to a new temperature was
measurecl. This is important, since the measured velocity has a twofold
meaning, namely, the velocity of tl}e thermal aclaptation in the tisuai sense,
aRd the velocity of accommodation to a stimulus when the temperature
change itself is Gonsidere(l as a stimulus.
    TheR a hypothesis is proposed concerning thermal stimulation and adap-
tation; and the relations of thermal excitatioR to the factors, namely, l)
the environmental temperature itself, and 2> the rate and extent of the
temperature change, are explaiRed.
    Finally a trial to make the leaf insensible to stimulation by cooling is
reported.

    The experiments were macle in the summers of 1936 and 1937.

    Before goiRg further, the author wlshes to eixpress his sincerest thanks
to ProÅíessor Dr. K. KoRiBA for his kincl guidance for the studies. The
author's gratitude is also due to Dr. T. SATo for the solution of the two
differential equations in the paper. He also desires to acknbwledge the
assistance rendered this lnvestigation by a .g. rant from the Japan Society
for the Promotion of Scientific Research.

                         Tkei'ina} Stimulation

                                Method

    In principle the method used is the same as before, but improvements

are made in the following points: '
    1. Leaves to be observed are not allowed to fioat near the water surface, either
a) in the water of the first temperature, or 2) in that of the secend temperature after
transfer.

    a) When leaves are prepared for the thermal stimulation in small vessels which
stand in a thermostat, the water in the former shoulCl not be stirred, although that
of the latter is. So, near the water surface in the vessels, where leaves are floating,
the water temperature is affected consiclerably by the air temperature. Hence wliorls
are isolated frem one another by cutting the stem, and are put one by one in deep
cylindrical glass vessels, the diameter of each of which is a little larger than that of

the largest whorl. Each svhorl is fixed horizontal by a heavy glass needle piercing
the stem, with lts leaves all at about 5cms. beneath the water sui'facei). The large
variation, from leaf to leaf, of the threshQld of the thermal stimulation can be some-
what reduced by this method of preparation. The water temperature in the cylindrical
vessels is measured at tlae depth at which t'he whorl is fixecl.

   1) In the natural fioating position of Atdrova?tda. as in the previous study, the
stem is laid horizontal, so that the leaves are at different depths.
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    b) [[lthe water Qf the second temperature, too, should not be stin'ed after a leaf
is transferred from the first temperature. }Ience a giass .ledge is made in the glass
       'vessel used for the second temperature, 'L'g prevent the leGf from fioating up to'the

svater surface. '    2. Very slow and gradual cooling is necessat-y to make the ieaf temperature vL"ry
low without stimttlating the leaf (cf. p. 3S2). A thermostat to wliich a methylchloride
refrigerating system is applied, fits the purpose.

    3. Formerly, whether a leag was stimulated er not was de,:icled by an observation
for 10 seconcls, for this was consiclered to be long enou.o'h for the reaction time. But

afterwards the reaction time was found to be as long .as one ininute, when a minimal
stimulus of temperature change is s,iven. }-Ience in the present experiment, the ob-
servation is continued for two minutes after the transference into the second tempera-

ture.

    4. Leaves to be stiinulated had l)een kept at the firs't temperature for a few lrours,

in the former experiment. But as the experiinent's proceeded, it becanie evident that
this is insufficient (cf. p. 364). So in tlae present experiment, ieaves are kept at the

fi.rst temperature for niore 't'han 13 houys in case of moderat'e and higher temperatures,

and more than 24 heurs in case of low teniperat'ures.
    5. More atten'tion than before is paid to tlie condition during cultivation, and to
the inorphological uniformiey of tlae rnaterial.

    Thus, the procedure of the experiment is as 'follows:---
    Of the material cultured with Zizania in pots, the stem is cut at every internode
te make each whorl free. Whorls are put in cleep cyllndrical glass vessels with weiglats

for each. "i"he water surface in the cylindrical vessel is made 1cm. above the whorl.
The vessels are put in a thennostat the temp3rature o.f which l<eeps the water around
the whorls at the first temperattire. In cases wheye the first temperature is lower than

20", the vessels containin.ff. whorls are at first put 'in the tlierniostat of 'the room tem-

perature, and the refrigerating inechanism is started after the leaves are quite open.
In order to mal<e the cooling velocity sufficiently slow not to sti!nulate the leaf by the

decrease of temperature, the refrigerator is stopped automaeically at intervals of t'en
minute's, or tlie cooling is cancelled by a'weal< elect'ric heater working at the same time.

    The experiment is comrnenced 13-24 hours after the water temperattire has at-
tained the intended first temperature. Before the experiment, water of the same
temperature is added gent'Iy to the cylinclrical vessels to mal<e the water surface 5 cms.

above the whorls.

    The water of the second temperature is prepared in a small beaker covered with
a tliick layer of silk woel, by stiri'ing with a therinometer. ix leaf is cue off from the

wherl at the petiole, and transferred witl'i a small hemispherical glass spoon into the
small beaker the temperattire of which is exactly the second temperattn`e. The openings
of the ieaf is direct'ed downwards in the spoon, and when it is left at the bottom of
the beaker ig Åíoats up with its petiole directecl up'Ararcls and! its opening downwards

(for the buoyancy is maximum at the petioie). In fioating tip, the leaf is washed
quicl<ly by the water of the second temperature, without receiving mechanical agitation.

    The leaf stops at the glass shelf in the beaker, anct its reaction is watched there
for two minutes. In cases where the second temperature is very laigh or very low,
drops of hot water or colcl water (or a sma]l piece of ice) is added to the water surface

and stirred gently 1)y a thex'mometer in order to keep the temperature of the water
above the shelf constant.
   Estie•natioi•z of ihe tSzreshoid te?nPerature.---The reaction timp., i. e. the tiine froin the

transference into the second temperature to the shuttinsr reaction, of the leaves of an
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individual plant was, in typical cases, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. Table 1 represents
the result of transference of leaves adapted to 25e into lower temperatures, and Table
2, that of leaves adapted to 20e to higher temperatures. The threshold temperature
                                               'of stimulatlon estimated for each whorl of an individual is shown in the lowest iines

of the tables. The threshold values thus determined are averaged for about 10 in-
dividuais, with respect to whorls.

Table 1.

Reaction time in seconds. trhe
react

first temperature is 250. oo: the leaf did not
within 2 minutes.

2nd
temp.

2!e

20e

19e

18e

17e

16e

Th;esh.
Temp.

whorl No.

I

4s,t oo co

30" oo

5" 10,i

20.se

II

30,, 60,,
oo oo oo

3o,t 3sr,

2,t

2oo

III

oo

40" oo oo

lsrt 2s,t

19o

IV

oo

25"
oo

55"
oo

10" 4o,r

18e

l
l
l

v VI

l

5o,i

oo

5s,t

oo

4ott 5ot,

l

18e

4sit

oo

95tr

co

3on 4ott

t

l7o

Table 2.

Reaction time in seconds. The
react

first temperature is 20e. oe:the leaf did not
within 2 minutes.

     l
2nd l

     i
tenip• I

Whorl No.

I--
l
l
'

I
]
l II 1

I

III
l
I
I
/

IV l
1

V VI

3go
i
:

i
1

:

I
t
I

L
I lort

3so
i
i
l
i
i
i

t
I
i

i
I
!

I'M"'Tg'o-,;'-'- I 2o" 's" 35" oo

37o
I
I

t
I
I

t
I
i

le" :
l

7o,t oe

36o i
E

3so

34e

33e l

t
I

ls,t
[
I
i

ls,i POO" 20,'I .o
2Gr,

5" I ,,,,

   F

    i35" l lo't     I
15" I
    '

oo
'

i
I
!

T i
I
c

10" 20,,

l
35" oo

90'i
   I
co t oo   I

   l
- l

f
l

I
l

..1

i
i
i

i
l
l

'nvT'  hresh. I

 Temp. i

i
I

33o
1

:
i

34o
l
l
l
'

34.sa 3s.se I 36.se 3ss
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                               Result

   The mean threshoid difference, i.e. the difference between the first
teinperature aRd the mean threshold temperature, is shown in Tables 3 and
4, the former for temperature falis and tlie latter for temperature rises.

The standard deviation, 4/ 2'(lv ;;A>t , is about io p. c. of each of the average

value.

                              Table 3.
   Threshold dfferences in the case of stimulation by a sudden decrease of tem-

                perature. The marl<s of degree are omitted. '

 lst

tetnp.

40

35

30

25

20

15

le

5

Whorl No.

I

7.7

6.5

Jr.8

4.7

4.1

3.1

2.6

2.0

II

8.3

7.4

6.8

5.3

4.3

3.4

2.S

2.0

III

9.5

8.6

7.3

co.o

4.6

3.9

3.1

2.3

IV

9.8

9..5

8.1

6.7

Jr.2

4.2

3.6

2.or

v
10.3

9.7

8.5

7.3

5.5

4.5

3.7

2.8

VI

10.9

IO.0

9D
7.5

Jr.Jr

4.4

4.0

2.7

IX--XII

12.3

IL4
9.9

8.1

6.9

 5.5

4.5

3.4

Threshold clifierences in

    perature.

       Table 4.
the case of stimulation by a sudden increase of tem-
 The marks of degree are omitted.

 1$t

temp.

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

1

Whorl No.

I

 6.0

 7.2

 8.6

 9.4

l3.0

17.0

20.5

232
26.3

II

I
I

 Z3
 7.7

10.1

11.3

13.9

17.8

21.3

25.i

2Z6

l

_ m ntl t..h iv ...

i 8.2
i 9.2
l n.o
i, 12 .9
I
l 16.0
I
i 20.0
l 22.2

i 269
l 28.5
l

V
 7.8

 8.6

10.3

12.0

14.6

18.7

21.5

26.1

28.1

/t

l  9.1

10.3

11.8

13.6

16.8

20.3

22.8

27.6

28.9

VI i" IX-XII
l

 9.2

10.7

l2.5

14.1

18.0

22.5

23.8

28.3

29.2

i iO.4

1 12.2
I 149

I i7.s
1 20.l
i 23.6

I 27.3
i 30.2

  31.7

    The values of threshold clifference are smaller than those reported be-
fore. The chief reasons are two:
    a) The duration of the observation is ionger <3, p. 355):-Somestnall
ternperature differences which caR not make ieaves react within 10 seconds
prove t'o be stimulative if each observation is continued for 2 minutes.

`
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   b) The leaves are put beneath the water surface <l, p. 354>:--XVhen
a leaf is fioating at the wcter surface, the lar..crer the dfference bet-ween the

water <lst or'2nd,) tenaperature ancl the air temperature, the g'reater the
deviatioR of the thermometer reading froiza the actual leaf temperature.
So the temperature chan.cres measured in the previous study must have
been largex' than those the leaves actually llnderwent, whether it was a
case of the rise or fali of temperature.

                             Table 5.
              The case of the suclden decrease of temperature.

     F
 lst I
telllP. i
     i

Young, CI-i.II).
1
I 01d (IX-XII)

' 1"hresil. diff. l
l
l
l
i
E
L

I
i
i
i
I
i
i
i
l
l
l

l
]

Thx'esli. teinp. I TIn•esh. Ul'ffl"'''"'wwiV

40

3.5

30

25

20

15

10

 5 i
;

'

1
1
f
I
I
t
I
l
I
I

I
I

I
l

8.5

7.E)

6.6

5.3

4.3

3..r]

2.8

2.1

31.5

27.5

23..l

19.7

15.7

ll.5

 72t

2.9

' l2.3
i ll.t•L

i 9.9'

, s.i l
I 6.EI s.s
i

      4..5

' 3a4

Th!'esh. temp.

27.7

23.6

20.1

16.9

i3.1

 9.5

 5.5

 1.6

ta  lst
 temp.

The case
       Table 6.
of the suclclen increase of tenaperature.

i
l

l
Youncr
    b

'(I' llll)-"'  I
 l
-- l

 l

Oicl (I.X-XII)

l
i
i
l

Threslh. diff.

 l----'i
 1
 j
 l

1
E

I
 l

I
I
I

 I
 I

i
l

I
l
I

"rhresh. temp. i._...mm...m_..wwu..ua.._I..r_venvTln'esh. diff. l rrhresh. temp.

40

35

30

25

20

15

10

5

 .1

 7.0

 7.8

 9.7

10.9

13.8

17.8

21.1

2tl.8

27.0

i
i

I
l
i
i

;
l
I

i
I

l

tf7.0

42.S

39.7

35.9

33.8

32.8

31.1

29.8

28.0

i
l
l
l
l
l
I

I
i
L.umrm

le.4

l2.2

14.9

17.Jr

20.1

23.6

27.3

30.2

31.7

t

l
E

I
I
l
i
i
i
t
E
I

50.4

47.7

44.9

42.5

t20.1

38.6

37.3

35.2

32.7

   In the following.,the leaves of the whorls, I, II, and IIr, will be cailed
yo}s?tg leaves, ancl those of IX, X, XI, ancl XII, old leaves. Average #hreshold

clifferences and thresholcl temperat'ures of young. and old leaves are shown
in Tables 5 ancl 6, for temperature falls and rises, respectively. Their
graphic representation is t,,'iven in Fig. 1.
   The three principles statecl irz the previous paper (p. 72) hold yet:-
 ' .1) CoGling can stimzglate leaves more easigy than warming, below 35".
   2) Tlie Izifgiter [lower] tlee i•nitial ten•zPeratz•tre, the i7•zore sensitive tize leaf

tends to be io rises rfallsl, af•zti tJze gess to falls [rises]. '
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    3> Tk.e older tPte leaf, the Jess sensi-

tive it is to a ther•inal sPzocie, either a

rise Qr a fall.

   If the leaf adapted to 1" is trans-
ferred into the water of 0', it is not
stimulated. The deter]rninati.on ef the

threshold temperature with super-
cooled water is clificult, since it easily

freezes, ancl the reaction time is too
long to mal<e the necessary observation

at a constant temperature below 0'.
   The thresholcl of thermal stimu-
iation mentioneci above concerns the
case in which the leaf temperattn'e is
changed very rapiclly. If the cli.an.cre
of temperatttre is inade ?]•zore and 77zore

gzadt•gal, the thresJtolcZ differei•tce be-

co"zes lar.(rer and lar..ffer. Ancl the leaf

temperature can be changecl witliout
stinitulating the leaf to any extent be-
tween 0.5' and 40' , if the rate of the
temperature chan.qe is g. ufficiently slow.

                            D'

    By improvin.g the methocl of
are found to be smalier than those
ments, it was casce'rtainecl that a
tvithin the harmless range of teniperattere

of temperature increase.
that the temperature of water near
air temperature. The gyeater the
temperatures, the .or.reater xvere the

it is proved that an increase o
less ten•;Pergtt•ere may a.fso be st•ii?•zzelative.

it even to 30" , if the first temperature
    The higher the initial
eRce of a temperature rise, aRdt the

Tt'ierm. Adaptation of Aldrovanda Leaves etc.
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A

  First temperature

 Fig. I. Relatien of the threshold
t'emperature (tips of arrows) to the
first temperature (dots). The thick
arrows: old leaves; the thin arrows:
younsr leaves. The lengths of the
at rrows represent the tlireshold dif-

ferences.

                             ISCLISSIOIIt

                              experimeRt, values oÅí threshold dik'ference
                              reported before. By the former experi-
                              tenzPerattt.'re decrease coteld be stimulative
                                  ,but this was not proved in the case
                       The chief sotirce of error in the previous data was
                                the surface was affected much by the
                              diffeyence between the air and the water
                              errors. But by the present experiment,
                          if te's•nPercstztre fxonz a izar"nless to another haxm-

                                   The leaf is stimulated by warming
                                  is sufficiently low <cf. Table 6).
                       temperature, the smaller is t'he threshoid differ-
                               larETer that of a temperature fall. And
the threshold clifferences of a rlse anci a fa{l are nearly equal at 35] (cf. Fig. 1)•

This may perhaps indicate that ALdyovanSa is clispose(l to higher tempera-
ture than its habitat water in Japan which scarcely attains to 300 eveR in
stimmer daytime.
   The threshold for tempercature cliscrimination of human skin is minimum
near its own nori'r}al temperature (,cf. Cioi.r)sc}mlbE'R, p. 14.6>. But in Ald•ro-

vanda, the t}areshold, either of a rise or of a fali, shows no speciality near
the supposecl optimuixt. It also seems that 0Åé is not a special temperatttre
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in the case of the thermal stimulation, for the leaf adapted to 10 is not
stimulated by introducing it into 0', a bit more cooiing is needed for the
stimulation.

    Literatures concerning the stimulation by a sudden change of tempera-
ture werepreviously mentioned. Since theR, Fox <'37), and KuziRAi of our
Institute <.not yet published) have found that the growth rate of the root
shows some abnormality after sudden changes of teinperature. MARsH ('36)
has ascertainecl that the changing of temperature brings about a change in
potential across the protoplasmic layer of Valonia, temporarily opposite to
that shown as it reaches its final steacly ievel, ancl it occurs more frequentiy

artd with .grec ter average magnitu(le of potential change as the temperature
chang'e becomes quicker. This tenclency is ctuite similar to what has been
ol)servecl ilt the case of Aldrovanda, if the change of potential in opposite
direction in Vctlonia be con.giclerecl to be clue to stimulation. Cooling slower
than 0.15" per minut'e, or warming' slower than 0.2-0.25" per minute, fails to
cause sensation of temperature in human skin, owing to " adaptation" (cf.
GoLi)sci-iEii.)i?.R, p. 157). A slow change of temperature may introdtice " adap-

tation," which makes the change less effective for stimulation, in AIdrovanda
and in Va lonia, as well as in the human sl<in.i) The relation of stimulation
to adaptation will be discussecl later.

                        The}'mal AdaptatioR

    I.et the thresholcl temperattwe of the lea'f kept for m.any hours at a
temperature, ti, be si, and that of the leaf kept at another temperature, t,),
be spt Now ifaleaf kept at4 be transferrecl into the water ef i,], the
threshold temperature must be shifted from si to s,i, sooner or later. In this
case it may be saicl, in a sense, that the ieaf which has been adapted to ti
becomes aclapted to t,}. The aim of the present stucly is, in the first p!ace,
to see in what way the threshold temperature changes from si to sL,, namely
to see how the thermai adaptation proceeds.

                               Methocl
    Leaves to be used in the experiment are adaptecl to the first temperature <ti)
tor a suthciently long while, in the same manner as in the case of the thermal
stimulation.

    At first, the threshold of stimulation by a sudden decreaseL') of teniperature from
t, is determined with a few leaves from a whori, the leaves of which are to be used
for the experiment of adaptation. Let the thresliold temperature noNv determined be
s' i. The mean thresholcl temperature (of young or old leaves) at ti is known from
Table 5. Let this value be si. The va!ues of si and s'i are not necessarily the same,

   1) NTot only the difference, but also the rate, of temperature change is import-
a, nt in causin.cr the thermonastic movement of filaments of Centazcrea, etc. <BliNNiNct,

'29a), ancl the shutting movement of the tulip fiower (BgNNiNG, '29b). According to JesT

('23, p. 364), the inagnitucle of the opening response ef the tulip fiower also depends

on the rate of temperature change, though this BeNNiNG denies.
   `2) The threshold for an increase of temperattire is iiot usecl for the present ex-
periment, since it is determined less definitely.



              put
of whorls of different irritability

together, the clifference, si-s'i,

of each whorl is added to tii•?)

And the results are sliown in
a diagram in which x and the
corrected t'.:, are taken as the
abscissa ancl the orclinate, re-

spectively. There a stimulated
Ieaf is represented with a solicl

circle, and that not stimulated,
with a hollew circle. FI.cr. 2 is an

example, 4 and t,, being 200 and

30", respectively. The border-
line between the areas occupied
by solid and hollow circles may

represent the change of the
thresholdtenaperature with time.
Due to considerable variatioR of
results, the border-line can not

be clearly defined, the change
of threshold being known only
appr"oximately. Similar diagrams
and t•.. In case t. is lower than

    -v
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for s! is the average ef the whorls, I, II, and III, for "yeung leaves," and of IX to
XII for "old leaves." "i'he difference, si-s'b represents how much the tln'eshold of
the leaves of a certain whorl dlffers from the average vaiue of young or old leaves.
Then, another leaf from the same whorl is transferred quicl<ly into the water oi the
second temperature (t2), at which the adaptation veiocity is to be measured. tt, may
be either higher or lower than 4. The difference tL,-4 or ti-t2 slaould here be less
than the threshold difference, or else the leaf will be stimulated. The leaf is kept
at t2 for a while. The duratian of keeping leaves at t2 will be denoted with x. After
a certain duration (T), the Ieaf is sudclenly carried, to stimulate it, into a third tem-
perature (t3) which is always iower than tL,.i) And whether it is stimulated by this
temperature change, or not, is observed. Similar determiRations are made with other
leaves of the same whorl, with respect to various values of r and t,.

    In erder to the results

9
B
k
ts

QE
e
Y
ve

s

25

15

                 A. The case where

    The diEference, tL,-ti, was chosen
tures were from 5' to 35i, and the

    The case of ti==250 and t2:=:40" was
Ieaves, as these were stimulated by that

   l) For the determination of threshold,
to the first and the second temperature
   2) This way of correction for irritability is rather rough.

than nothing.

     o or le     r in lninutes

   Fig. 2. The change of the threshold tempera-
  ture after the transference from 200 into 300.
  O:a leaf not reacted. @:a leaf reacted. T:
  the time after the transference from ti to tL,.

 to Fi,g. 2 are made for various combinations of ti
ti, the graph takes a form lil<e Fig. 2, inverted.

     Result

        t,) is higher than ti

       as 5", 10" and 150. The first teinpera-
      second temperatures, froin 20' to 400.

      successful for old leaves, but not for young
       temperature change. In the case of ti =30e,

         tL} and t3 in the present chapter correspond
      in preceding chapter, respectively.
                       But the result is better

'
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and t,,=::4ee, the leaf dlppecl into t}ne wrater ef i., xvas iaot allowTec! to fieat out froni

the spoon at once, })tit was held in it" for some secoi)cts, to inake the change of the

leaf temperature a litt'le slower than In ordinary cases, because t,,-ti corvesponded
tQ the threshold difference in this case (cf. Table 6).

                   I. Tlze fi•rst sia.cre of adaPtation

   Immediately after the trans'ference into td, the threshold of the leaf does
Rot diflier much from the value at 4. For example, .at half a minute after
the transference from 20' to 30', the leaf is not stimulated by a second
transfer (from 30') into 17' (lcL }?ig. 2). But the threshold goes up with time,

and five minutes after the first' transference (20'-,30i the leaf is stimulated
by decreasing it"s temperature <fron? 30',> even to 231 The t'hreshold tempera-

ture seems, in Fi.g. 2, to shift with time exponentially.
   In reality, if the threshold temperatLire at any mom3n't be clenoted by
s, aRd tlite fmal value of s reachecl asymptotically, by s.., then log(.s.,-s)
plotted against : gives a straight' line, in many cases. So the equation of
s is

         s :::= s ,n ww' (,s ne ww s be - fe' ": , r..........•....................................<1>

where le. is a velocity constant <min.-)', of the change of threshold tempera-
ture, or that of the adaptatioii. <e is the base of the natural logarithm.)
    'Il"he curve in Fig. 2, whi8h is fittecl for young leaves, is s::=24•2-.
8•5e-0"'L:. This value of s,.. is not coincident with, but is a little higher than,

the mean thresholcl temperature <sD of youn.cr. Ieaves aclapted to 30' (tL,>,
nar[rtely 23.4 <cf. Table 5X XiVhy the two values differ from each other will
be discussed later. In the fust few minutes, the exponential curve seems
to be above the true borcler-line.
    Generally, when a body is exposecl to a temperature different froiin its
Own, its temperature may change Nxrith time also exponentially. To test the
teMperature chan.qe oi" the leaf, the tip of thin thermo-j'unction was insertecl
in 'a closed ieaf of Aldrovancig, and the leaf was transferred suddenly from
.the water of 25' iRto tliat of 35'. The temperature in the closed cavity of
the ieaf became aboLit 3•,Y in 10 seconcls, and 34.9" in t'he followin.g 10 seconds.

HeRce the velocity constant of the temperature change was about i4 (ininrmi)•
There may have been many sources of error in that measLirement. Butthe
value of this velocity const.ant differs so much <35 tirnes as large!) from
that of the threshoid tempe• rature <le.,==0.40), that there is no question that

the change of the threshold temperature is not due merely to .the physical
change of the leaf temperature, but is ot a physiological nature.•
    Vaiues of k. for variotis combinations of ti and t:, are given in Table 7.

ri is the tkne when s.,-s==1', with possible ran..cres of variation. Possible
ranges of le.-Values .are also shown in bracl<ets. For tL)==40a and ti=:30" or
350, Ti is too small to be cletermined by the present method.
    With the same i,), the lower the ti, the smaller the le,. And similarly
for the same ti, the lower the t,), the smailer the le .,. in other worcls, the
lozver the ieaf tei7operatzgre, tlze s;ozver the adaPtation.

    Yozeng leaves adapt faster tEtan oSd oues. •
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   The temperature quotient, Q!,•, of adap.tation is shown in Table 8.

lotver the temperatttre, tlze lar.ffer the Qse. '

                             "rable 7.
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                  2. The second sta.cre of adaPtatio?z

   After the threshold temperature has reached the maximal value (s,.), it
goes down and very slowly approaches st.
   in order to see the change of the threshold value in this stage, the
values were determined at several tirlte polnts and the average of them was
macle at each point taken. The results are plotted in Fig. 3.
   Variation of the thresholcl temperature grows greater than in the first
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stage. But nearly all the lbaves show !ower threshold values
few exceptions. Hence the mean threshold temperature lowers.
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   Fig. 3.• The cha'nge of the mean threshold tem-
  perature after the transference from ti to t2, when
  t,<t,. I: t,=30S, t2=:40K II: t,===25C t,,=.350. III:

  ti == 15e, t,,=r-250. The curves of young leaves are de-

  noted by the suffix y, and those of old leaves by o.
  The curves begin from s,-values and end at s.-values.

  The smooth curves without dots are the exponential
  curves futed for the first stage. The temperature
  scales of the ordinate for Iy and Io are on the right
  above, and those of the other curves, oR the left.

after the transference (to t2) to mal<e the change of

    The changes of the threshold after the
in Fig. 4 A and B. In the present case, the
not correspond to the exponential 'function so
Assuming, however, that analogous changes

exponentiat curves are drawn,
frorn Table 7. As seen in the figure,

                the

              transference

               changes
                closely

               occur
the velocity constant being roughly
        the observed values are at first below

          thaR s.,, with

           The number
of leaves used for the
present determination
was iess than in the case

of determiniRg si and
s" in Tab!e 5, so the
meaR threshold tem-
perature may deviate
from s,b even though
the leaves migrht have
been quite aclapted to t..

It is, however, certain
that at leaSt afetv hOMrS

are "eeded for leaves to
react tvitiz the normal
tizreSheld of tlze netv tem-

Peratttre, in the cases
showR in Fig. 3, namely
when the leaf tempera-
ture is rapidly raised
by 10'.

  B. The case where
   t"s lower than ti

    Since the threshold
differences are small in
the case of lowering the

temperature, the tem-
perature decrease o" f s"

is possibie only when
ti is above 25" (cf. Fig.
1).

    When leaves were sud-
clenly transferred from 25e

to 200, many young ones re-

acted. So they were held
in the spoonfor ten seconds

ieaf temperature slower.

      into tL, are shown

   in the first stage do

    a$ in the preceding.
 also in the present case,

              computed
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the exponential curve, as in the case where t,,>ti. Then the two values
approach each other, and again the former becomes lower, rather abruptly.
Further, siowly rismg,
it seems to approacla s,,.

As in the preceding case
where t:)>tt, at least a
few hours are needed for
the thresltold to reach
the normal value at tL).

    The lowering of
threshold iR tlie secoRd

stage ls most consplcu-
ous, and Iasts for the
longest time, in the case
of tj=:250 and tL, =20".
The lower the teinpera-
ture, the more stimula-
tive is a temperature d&

crease. Sothedecrease
of 50 minst have greater
infiuence 2n the case of
ti =250, thaR in the cases

Of ti ==300 and 350.

C. Slow change from
       tl tO tL,

    In the experiments
mentionecl above, the
leaf temperature was
changed from ti to iL,
very rapidly, in the
same way as when the
ieaf was stimulated
by the temperature
change. For compari-
soR, changes of thre-
shold after a

    As beiore, wkorls
stat. Leaves were lgept at
by an electric heater which
raised reughly at a
perature reached t2.

    The threshold was
sels reached the new
2 or 3 hours after a.
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slow chaRge of the leaf temperature were

      were
          tl•

    constant

         determined
       temperature

    <Sl) 1' • lh 6h (s2)
     x in minutes and hours (in logarithmic scales)

    Fig. 4. The change of the mean threshold tem-
   perature after the transference from ti to t2, when
   ti>t2. A: young leaves. B: old leaves. I: t,==:35e,
   t2==300. II:tix30", t2 =26. III:tinv25e, t2==20". The

   curves begin from si-values and end at s2-values.
   The smooth curves without dots are the exponential
   curves fitted for the first stage.

                             observed.
sunk in deep cylindrlcal vesseis, which stood ln a thermo-

  And then the water of the thermostat was warmed
was regulated with resistances. Tlae temperature was
rate, and tlie heating was stopped when the leaf tem-

          a) when the water in the cyiindrical ves-
         (35">, b) 30 to 60 minutes after a, and c)
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    WheR the temperatqre was raised le" in 18 or 27 mintttes, the threshold
temperature at b was 0.5" to 2' lower than that at a, whiie atcit was very
siightiy higher than at b. The difference between the values of b and a
gets small or hardiy distinguishable if the temperature change is made
slower, namely lf eioRgated to 63 or 90 minutes. It should be noticed, how-
ever, that in these two cases the first time point, a, roughly corresponds
to the time of miRimum in the second stage of the rapid temperature change
(cf. the curves IIy and II., Fig. 3).

    If te-ti was smalier, namely if ti==300 and tL, =:35', the va{ue at b w.as

nearly equal to that at a, even though the temperature was changed from
ti to t2 in 8 minutes.
    In the case wheR tL)<ti, the temperatttre of the water of the thermostat
was cooied by the refrigerator, the cool' ing velocity being controlled by a
weak electric heater working atthe same time. When the temperature was
lowered from 350 to 250 in 30 minutes, the threshold temperature at c•was
higher than at a. The rise of the threshold temperature was observed even
when the temperature change was finished in HO minutes. In other words,
a decrease of 10a should be made far more slowly than an increase of 10",
in order to avoid the abnormal changes of threshold in the second stage.

                              Discussion

                           1. Terminolobcry

    Before discussing the experimental results, certain 'woi"ds should be
defined, for the words, adaptation and accommodation, are used for various
phenomeRa. Even relating to the present question,- namely concerning
temperature, three different categories of conception occur.
    1. "Adaptation;' "accommodation;' and "acclimatization" mean, in
some cases, the habjtuation of an organism to a climate different from that
to which the individual iR question or its ancestors have been habituated,
phenomena tal<ing days, years, or generations.
    2. When NopKiNs ('37) observed that the rate of locomotion of Amoeba
showed great fiuctuation after a change of environmental temperature, it
was said not to have "adapted" to the new temperature, until the rate of
its locombtion took constant value, characteristic to the new temperature.
Some hours are needed for the "adaptation" in this case.
    3. The human skin feels a body of a certain temperature either warm
or cold, acc.ording to whether it ls " adapted " to cooler or warmer ternpera-
ture. A conception of "accommodation" has been intr'oduced to explain
the facts that a slowly increasing electric current shows a higher threshold
than a quickly increasing one, and that a nerve in which a current is fiow-
ing is excited when the current is cut off <cf. p. 372). "Adaptation" or
``  accommodation " is completed in minutes or even in a fraction of a second,
in this.case.
    The thermal' adaptation measured in the present experiment reminds
us of the adaptation of temperature sensation of the sl<in. In plant physi-
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 ology, kowever, temperature is ustiaily an environ!nental factor rather than
. a stimulating agent. So it is preferable to qualify the word, adaptation,
 so far as it is applied to the sensitivity to thermal stimulus.`)
     By " tonus " or " tone" is ii}eant the irritability or the activity effected
 and determined by an internal or external factor <RAwiTsci{ER, p. 12>.f"' So
 the adaptation in respect to irritability (perceptioii and response> may be
 discriminated from adaptatien in general by calling it" ioiiic adaPtation,:"h or

 more accurately, tlzermotonic adaLPtation. 'II"he adaptatioR measured with
 changes of threshold is the tonic aclaptation.'"

                 2. 'IE"lae case where t_) is higher t'hcftn ti

     When the ieaf is transferred Åírofii 20' (ti> to .30' (t,)), its temperature

 rapidly changes as indicated by the t-curve in Fig. 5A. The shifting of
 tlie threshold for a t'emperature clecrease was given l)y F2g. 2, and is re-
 presekted again in Fi..cr. 5A as the s-curve, from si to s,,,..")' The threshold

 of stirnulation by a temperattire lncrease was not rneasured, but it probably
 shifts in a way similar to the s-curve, only the initiai ancl the final values
 being different. So it is shown in tkte sanae figure as the s'-curve, from si'
 to S.I .

     Shortly after the change of the leaf temperature from ti to tL,, namely
 at T,. for example, only a small temperature clifference is sufficient to stimu-
 late t!}e leaf by a temperattire increase (.from tL, to s.'>, while a gyeat dif-
 ference is needed to stiniulate it by a decrease (from t,, t-o s.). 'II'hen the

    1) Adaptation to a stiinulus is nothing but adaptation to the environment, for
 stimulus is a change in an environmental factor. But adaptation of inn'er conditions
 of cells conceming perception and response should be discriminated, if required, from
  adaptation of other characters of cells, or adaptation in general.
    Generally the terms, adaptation and accommodation, are synonyinous, and ene or
  the other seems to be used conventionally. In this paper, howeve!', the former term
  is used for the observable phenomena, whiie the latter is restricted to a hypothetical
 process assumed to explain the observed facts of adaptation (cf. p. 372).

    2> .By tonus ("Tonus" or "Stimmung"in German) is meant in some cases (ef.
 CzApEi<. p. 195, and )vt[rmiE, p. 571), an excited condition due to a stimulus, and in
 some other cases (cf. StNcris, pp. 613 and 654, or }'FF.FFER, p. 78),astate in which the

 power of response is produced and main'tained by some a.crency (in contrast to the
  st'ate of rlgor). But any change in the activity, especially that relating to stimuli
  (RtxwiTsci{ER, p. 65), ifs also cailed a claange in tone (PFEFFER. pp. 361, 611, etc.).

    3) Even when photoLLropic sensitivity is lowered by preliininary e: posure to !ight,

  the change of tone has been chiefly spoken of, the term, adaptation, belng seldom
  used in plant physiology. Temperat.ure, however, is the most fundamental and in-
  dispensable among environmental factors. So the conception of ada, ptation may better
  underlie the change of tone.
    4) PnyiNGsHEuf ('09, pp. 27tg, 279.) considers that theeffecLL of tone ("Stimmung")
  is best lcnown by the clet'erminat'ion of t'hreslaolcl, presentation time, .etc.

    5) In huinan slgin, too, the zzero point of temperature feeling rises and fal}s cor-
  responding to, but far more sloxvly than, changes in the skin temperature (cf. GoLD-
  SCI•IEIDF.R, p. I55).
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  Fig. 5A and B. I)iagrams showing the relation between the change of
leaf temperature (t), and the change of the threshold of stimulation by a
decrease (s) or.an increase (s') of tenaperature. sp, sp': the values of s
and s', respectively, at Tv. A: The case of ti=::200 and t2==30". ais the
curve of " accomrnodation" (after the equation, 6, p. 374), while g, which is

shewn with dots unconnected, represents the same but with the threshold
of stimulation by a temperature decrease (after the equation, 10, p. 377).
B; The case of ti=.=30" and t2=250.

threshold difference for the temperature increase grows larger and larger
with time, until it reaches s.,t-tL, at ";" =10min., while that for the tempera-

ture decrease diminishes, untll it reaclaes tg-s..
    Let rise aRd fail of temperature be comparable to an increase and de-
creasein electrlc current, respectively. With the adaptation to an electric
current, the threshold for the stimulation by a further increase in current
may rise, while that by a decrease of current <e. g. by cutting it off) may
lower.
    ffow the tone for perception of thermal stimulus is shifted by a change
of ieaf temperature is suggested by the s-curve. Therefore, the constant,
fe,, given in Table 7, is the velocity constant of change of toRe, or, we may
say, of the tonic adaPtation.

    But tlie tonic adaptation is not finished in tlie simpie exponentiai curve,
as s, but irregularity appears afterward.s. In the first stage, the tone is
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shifted to become roughly correspondiltg, somehow or other, to the new
temperature. Bttt still many regalation precesses should go on to complete
the adaptation, the threshold being affected in an irregular manner by such
unusual processes in celis. Thus, the adaptation going on iR the first stage
may be called the Primary adaPtation, and that in the .second stage, the
endonomous adaPtation. The primary adaptation may be regarded as i.n-
duced directly by a change in an exterRal factor (temperature), while the
chief cause of the endonomous adaptatiomnay })e a fille disorder left behind
the rough and gross regulatlon by the primary adaptation.
   Locomotiolt of Amoeba Goc. cit.), growth of Avena coleopti!es (SiLBEi<'-
sc}iMiDT, '25), CO,)-production of RJzaseolzts (CRoziER aiicl NAvEz, '30-'31), ancl

the potential of Valonia (MARs}i, '36), also do not attain the steady normal
rate (or value) at the Rew temperature within an hour after the tempera-
tLire change. The Iength of the abnormal period in these cases is similar
to that of Aldrovanda. The endonomous adaptation of Aldrovanda leaf
mentioned above is a part of tonic adaptation, so far as it is determined
with the threshotd. Endonomous readjustment after a temperature change,
however, may be performed by some abnormal metabolism, which may
necessarily affect t!}e threshold vaiue, as well as the locomotion, growth,
respiration, or potential.

   Since variatioft of the threshold temperatttre is very large, it is supposed
that the threshold temperature might fiuctuate, just as the rate of locomo-
tion of Amoeba, if the threshold of the self-same leaf could be traced. But
in the case of Atdrovanda nothing is certaiR about the fiuctuation, for only
average threshold temperatures of different leaves can be examined. The
abnormality (perhaps fluctuation) of the threshold temperature may be pre-
seRt also in the first stage, being ebserved merely as variations of the
directional (exponential) change. In the second stage, the mean threshold
values become lower, namely the average irritability lowers, and then gra-
dually recovers.

    NoRTHEN ('38> asserted that the fluidity in the cell changes without delay cor-
responding to the changing temperature, but the fiuidity as measured by his me-
thod must be an incomparably rougher indication of the state of the cell than the
irritability.

                3. The case where trt is loWer than ti

   In case t2 is lower than tj, the relation betweeR the leaf temperature
and the threshold temperattiye is seen in Fig. 5B. When the leaf is trans-
ferred from tj to t,,, the Ieaf temperature !owers along the t-curve, and the
threshold temperatures of stimulation by a fall and a rise of temperature
become lower along the s- and the s4curves, respectively. Thus, the thresh-
old difference for stimulating with a temperature fall grows larger with
time, from t.}-s,, to tL)-s.,, whiie that for a teinperature rise becomes smal!er,

froln spi--t,, tO Smt-t•m,. ,,
   Successive lowering of temperature can be coksidered as summation of
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stimuli. So, if a leaf is excited by transferring from tL, to s,. shortlY afte'r

the transference from ti to tLi, it can be assumed that asmall temperature
difference, ta-s., can be stimttlative owing to the after-effect of a stimttius of

transferring from ti to t,,, which has also been below the threshold. Then
the divergence of the s-curve from the i-curve with time Tnay' mean the
extinction of the after-effect of a foregoing stirnulus.i)

    The extinction of the effect of a stimulus has something' in commort
with the adaptation to it. So it is not improper to consider that the earlier
parts of the curves in Fig. 4A and B roughly represent the courses of the
prirnary adaptation.L) The difference in forms of the curves in this case
from the case where t2>tt may perhaps kave some.connection with the
effect of summation of stimuli.
    Before the primary adaptation reaches the fiiial asymptote, the lowering
of t.he mean threshold temperature appears. In the case where t,,>t], the
threshold tempercature rises in the first stage and falls in the second sfage,
but in the present case, it falis In both of the stages. So the first and the

second stages are separateq from each other by the maximum of the curve
in the former case, ancl by an abrupt lowering of the curve in the iatter case.

    The maximum of tlie curve, IIIy in Fig. '3, lies betwe.en l6 and 30 Iningtes,
while the aprttpt Iowering'of the curve, II in Fig. 4A, lies between 8 and 16 meinutes.

Though t2 is neariy the same in those two cases, the temperature range threugh
which the leaf passes is lower in the former case.(15"--}25") than ih the Iatter (30"--)

26e). Theyefore the seconcl stage be.crins earlier in the latter case.

    The duration of the endonomous adaptati6n, ancl the degree of abnormal
lowering of threshold in that period, (lees not differ much in the present
case (t2<ti) from the preceding (tL))) ti), notwithstanding the fact that the
tepaperature difference betweeR ts and l,? is 50 in the present case, while it

is 10" in the precediRg. This must have sorne connection with the fact
that a temperature decrease stimulates the ieaf with a smaller change
than aR increase.

               4. The case of glow change of temberature

    By experimen"t's, it is determiRed that the "abnormality" (ternporary
iowering of the average threshold temperature) in the second stage is less
when the temperature change ls s.lower (t,,-li being the same), when t,o-4
is smaller, or when the ieaf temperature is increased (namely wlten tL,<ti,
than when t•t<ti). The effect of these three conditions is the same as in
the case of stirnuiation by a temperature change. The similar trend has•
been observed also by HopKiNs <the effect of extent of the temperature

   1) For the extinction of the effect ef the first stimulus in the case of summation
of photo- or geotropic stimuli, see Du Buy and NTvERNBERGic. III, p. 468, and RAwiT-
scHF.R, p. 46.

   2) The ctirves are consiclered to represent the courses of tliermal aclaptation, for
the reason that they. show how the thresho]d.values characteristic to 4's are shifted
with time to those characteristic to t.'s.
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change), MARsH (the effect of rate of the temperature change) and KuziRAi
(do.).i) The "abnormality" in threshold, locomotion, respiration, growth,
or potentlal, caused by a temperature change, may be a' sort of response to
a temperature change, as well as a manifestation of the endonomous re-
adjustment. With Atdrovanda leaves, the shutting 'is considered the response
to astiniulus. But even when the leaf does not shut', a temPeratare change
affeats the coitdition in cells, after the same rule concerning the rate, extent,

and direction (i.e. plus or minus) of the temPeraturb change.

    The fiuctuation of the
threshold temperature in the
second stage occurs even if
the leaf temperature is chang-

ed more slowly than the
primary adaptation (p. 366).
Hence the cause of that "ab-
normality " rnay be a portion
of the intracellular changes
that is not readjusted during
the period of the primary
adaptation,

  5. The eatdse of s,,,ijstt

   The yelation ameng cardinal
threshold Åíemperatures is shown
in Fig. 6, viz. s,n>s2 (>si) in the

case where t,>t, (A), and (si>)
s2>sm in the case where t}>t2
(B). A probable cause is'as fol-
lows :-
   Let di==ti-si, d2 ==t2-s2, and
din ==- t2-Sin (cf. Fig. 6A, B), then

d2> d",>di (case A) and d2<dm<di
(case B). Suppose that the char-
acter of the perception mechanism
at ti (suck as to be stimulated by

a temperature decrease of di)
changes only gradually towards
the characteristic state at t2 (such

as to be stimulated by a tem-
peratttre decrease of d,,). TheR,

in the course of such a change,
tke threshold difference may be
intermediate. Theyfore, d"e lies
between di and d2, s,n being

T.

i

Lmh".AAT.pt".L.A

sI

2"

T,

        fi        o          lv      Log. of t

   Fig. 6A and B. Diagrams showing the car-
 dinal threshold temperatttres and differences.
 When the ieaf temeperature is changed as the
 t-curves, the mean threshold temperature
 changes as the s-curves. t, :'the first tempera-

 ture;s!:the mean threshoid temperature at '
 ti ; and di =::ti -si. t2 : the second' temperature ;

 snt:the final threshold temperature of tonic
 adaptation at t2; s2: the mean threshold tem-
 perature at t2 ; and d.t th-- tt, -s.t., dt, .. t2 -- s2•

unequai to s2.

   1) Aplantwhich has been in
hours after exposure to light-the
increase of light intensity is the

 the dark shows abnormal rates of growth forafew
light-growth response. In this case, too, a sudden

prime factor (cf. CHoLoDNy. '31).
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   A Hypothesis CoRcerning Thermal Stimulatien and Adaptatien

    Even though the Aldrovanda leaf may be stimulated by a certain degree
and speed of temperature change, it wiil not be stimulated by the same
extent of the change if the rate of change is slower. The slower the tem-
perature change, the greater must be the change, iR order to stimulate the
leaf. Similar facts have also been kRown concerning other types of stlmulus.
With respect to electrical stimulus, a sort of "accominodation " was assumed
to explain the dependence of threshold upoR the rate of change of the cur-
rent (cf. NERNs'r, '08, and KiLi. '36). In the following, too, the just-mentioned

fact will be accounted for by introducing a conception of " accommodation."
The iclea of the hypothesis has already been suggested (AsmDA, p. 74>•

    Two possibilities are conceivable concerning the way in wP}ich a change oÅí en-
vironmental temperature acts on an irritable cell ; namely, 1) the cell (or a part of itJ

is stimulated when its temperature is changed with a rate greater than a certain
limit; and 2) a spacial temperature gradient caused in a cell makes a stimulus, when
the gradient is over a certain value. (In this case the rate of change of theenviron-
mental temperature is an important factor for determining the steepness of the tern-
perature gradient.) '1-he present hypotlaesis is concerned with the first of the two
possibilities.

    Many physical and chemical forces may always be acting in a living
cell. At a constaRt temperature, they may equilibrate one another.i) If the
temperature is changed, their relations to one aRother may alter, for tem-
perature coeMcients are different for different forces. IR other words, equi-
libria among forces and processes are disturbed by a temperature change.
Let the cell be said to be put in a state of "distptrbance" ln that case. But
if the second temperature be iR the range of the biokinetic temperature, the
equilibrium characteristic to the new temperature will be established sooner
or later, and the normal life of the cell will then be continued. The attain-

ing of the new equilibrium may be due to many physical and chemical
changes in the cell, such as changes in distribution and quantity of sub-
stances, changes in dispersion of colloidal matters, etc., some duration of
time being needed for those changes. Let the process of adjustmeRt to
establish the new equi!ibrium, obliterating the "disturbaRce;' be called
"  accommodation."
    Before attaining the new equilibrium, there is some residual "distur-.
bance;' to be obliterated by the "accommodation." Let such remaining
portion be called "net disinrbance." in a cell in the "disturbance," various
features, such as pH, dispersion and hydration of coiloidal particles, etc.,
may be more or less abnormal, the extent of the abnormality depending
on the grade of "net disturbance." And when "net disturbance" amounts
to a certain limit, a permeability change (or a contraction of plasma, or such)

   l) Living celis are in a state of non-equilibrium, or are said to be in a steady
state. In the following, however, both ef the states, of the equilibrium aRd of the
steady state, are included in the term, equilibrium, in order .to simplify the words.
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may result, if the protoplasm is of a very sensitive type. Iii' other words,
irritable cells may be excited if sufficiently great "disturbance" be caused
in them at a rate suMciently quick not to be overtaken by the "accom-
modation." Such a condition may arise when an Aldrqvanda leaf is trans-
ferred from the water of a certain temperature to the water of another very
quickiy, provided the difference between the two temperatures is greater
than the threshold differeRce.

   Such is the outline of the hypothesis. An example which makes the
idea understood raore easily is found in a BuNGENBERG DE JoNG's obser-
vation on coacervates <cf. BuNGENBERG DE JoNG, '32, p. I25). The solvate
content of a certain coacervate is reduced by a temperature decrease. When

the temperature is lowered gradual!y, coacervate drops are kept hoixtogene
ous, as there is enough time for surpltis solvate to diffuse through, and out
of, the drops. On the contrary, wheR the temperature is decreased rapidly,
coacervate drops become vacuolated, since there is not suMcient time for
the surplus solvate to be released from the drops.
    According to the definition given above, the change of the capacity to
hold thesolvate is the "disturbance." And this "disturbance" causes dif-
fusion of the surplus soivate, as the "accommodation" process. But if the
increase of the "disturbance" is too rapid to be cancelled suMciently by
the " accommodation," the response <i. a the vacuolization) takes place. It
may be self-evideRt that the vacuolization does not occur if the temperature
chaRge is smaller than a certain de.gree, however rapidly the change may
be made. So the rate and the clegree of the temperature change are two
imDortant factors for the occurrence of vacuolization in certain coacervate
dr6ps, just as for the thermal stimulation of Aldrovanda leaves.

    The hypot.hesis can be given explicitly in mathematical forms.
    Let the leaf temperature at any moment be denoted by t, and the time
by T. If aieaf which has been in water of a temperature, ti, be transferred
into water of another temperature, t2, the rate of change of the leaf tem-
perature ma.y roughiy be represented by an equation,

          ddl -=led(trt>, ••-•-•--•--•-•-•----•-•-•-•-•-•-•-••(2)

where le,t is a constant. Integrating tl}is,
         t=:= i.} -<ts -ti)e-it`i T. ....."._."._....".",..............."._."..< 3 )

    Since " clisturbance " may be corresponding to tbe changing temperature,
t inay represent "disturbance," too, at the same time. And ti and t.) rnean
no and mAxirnum "disturbance;' respectively. So le,e is the velocity constant
of arising "disturbance," as weli as of the change of leaf temperature.

    "Accommodation" rnay also be represented with temperature scales,
for it implies the decrease of " disturbance." Let " accorrirrxedation" at any

moment, represented by the temperature scales, be deRoted by a. <The
initial and the flnal values of a are ti and t,}, respective!y.) Let it be assumed

that the velocity of "accommodation" be proportional to the magnitude of
the "Ret disturbcftnce," t-a, at any moment. Then
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          ddg =:le.(t-a), ..".m..._".."...._...._"."..._....".".w.(4)

where k,, is the velocity constant of `` accommodation," the value depending

on temperature.
    Substituting (3) into <4),

          ddg == le.{t!-(t2-t,)ermfef`:-a}. ....."...."...."."."...."._..(5)

By solving this,i) we have
         a=t2rm(t2-ti) kak_dfe,, emk"T+(t2-ti) le,ife_"le,, eTkdZ. .........(6)

    Let "net disturbance" at any mornent be represented by u (in the
temperature scale). Then from (3) and <6),
         zc=t-a==(t,,-i,)--L7ki4fe-,;-(e-fe(tr_e-kttT). ........................(7)

Let the time when u is maximum be denoted by r,., then from Si{ =0,

         ,.= log lefeiFwwileo,:g kte . ................................................(s)

HeRce the maximum value of zt, temu,., is
                             ----l-
         ze.,,.==<t,-t,>(_f,g:.:mu) i-U-ifeliLlf ,,, . <g)

   1) PutT:=,-x a:=:)) lea<t`t-ti>=-A k,ttaxB, (;}t)
then instead of (5), we have
        Y + hftY + Ae- litiX -- B rce.

Since this is an equation of tlae BERNouLLi's type, we have
        y==e-feaX(C_S{AemkdX-B}efeaXdx).

C being aR integral constant, which is determined by the initial condition (x=O. y=::
ti). }lence
       y:=(ti+ le,,{Ilfe. - iil,l, )e-fe"X- ,.{i},,, e-i"(`"+ ,B,,, .

By replacing x. N, A. and B into (s,: ),

        a==(t,- kzSff,i,i) -t,>e-fe`tX+-ll`#-1-i2•.i,l:) e-kttz+t,.

This is rearranged into (6).
   2) From (7), u"t,tx==(t2-ti) fadfe_'tfe,, (envfettTnt_envk{tim). (:,<. *.)

since e'k(tTm-emk{it,n•=:=emkarm(lme(fea-fed)r,n).
substituting (8) for T,,t,
        e - Jectrm re e - k,t'L,, .. {i um ,(fe,, - k,t) 'l9g- ;e,1`-,--= ii?;,g-41L`- } , _ I,,invX.19gwnl}Aft.Ine_X.9}.g...lii! um

                          fetl        ' ' log                          k,, 1 1         ..(i_e'og:ii), 2il`ipt.(i..ig:_)(lfff)iM'zle,{l'-=_mfettfi,ig!rr(.f,:wa)i-ki

Substituting this into (* pt•f ), we have (9) . .
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in the case o'S tL,>ti, and

                            1 nv...
                   (k 1- tsit
         Zt?tttzm= (tlwwtL') fe(t ) `i , •••••t•••••"••.t•..•.••••••••..•..`( 9 Y

                        '                      te
in the case of tt<4.
   Let the cell be excited when zt exceeds a certain critical value, U, namely
wl}en u...> U, and be not excite(i when a,.,,.<(Ll.
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  Fig. 7. Explanation in text. Tlie condition different from those of A is notlced
witl] Å~.

   The re!ations among "disturbance," "accommodatioR," "net distur-
bance;' and U are shown iia Fig. 7A. The values of t,7-ti, k,t, and le. ar'e
assLimed to be 10' , 2, and 0.3, respectively. (fe,i is chosen much smaller than

the value in the experiment in order to mal<e the figure easier to under-
stand.) The curves, t and a, represent "disturbance" and "accommodation;'
respectively (after the equations 3 and 6, respectiveiy). The vertical lines
between these two curves represent the magnitudes of "net (listurbance"
at various time points. The value of u... is 7.155', T. being 2.116min.
    Now, if U==6.30, the value of u,... is larger than U in the present case;
hence the excitation takes place. Whether excitation occurs or not is judged
in the figure, wliether the at-curve, which is parailel to the a-curve, being
at=a+U, crosses the t-curve, or not. In Fig.7A, the curves, at and t, inter-
sect each other at r ==0.605 min. <.denoted by n). The time, n, is the presen-

tatioR time.
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    In the following, whether excitation occurs or not under various 'con-
ditions will be discussed with respect to the equation <9), and figures.--

                 i,) Effect of the temPeratztre dz:fference

    In caseboth kd and le,, are given, zt.,., is proportional to t,}-ti. Hence

it becomes greater thap Uwhen t,,-ti exceeds a certain value. This means
that if the mode of transference from t,) to tBs constant (led giveR> and if
at the same time the velocity of "accommodation" is constant (le. given),
the cell is excited if the temperature difference is suMciently large.
    If tL}-ii be decreased, other constants being the same as in Fig."7A,
the portioR of a'-curve included in the area of the "net disturbance" also
decreases. And the two curves, a' and i, touch each other wheR t2-ti be-
comes to be 8.810. Fig. 7B represents the case. If ti-ti becomes still
smaller, a' never intersects t, as shown in Fig. 7 C, for example. The thresh-

old differences which were determined by the experiment and shown in
Tal)les 3 an(i 4 are such critical values of t,)-4, .as 8.81" in the present case.

               i•i) Effect of the -rate of te•i•nPe•xatttre change

    If ts and t,, be given, le,, is also given, for le. depends on both of tt and
t2. In this case, the larger the lea, the larger is the valtte of u..,., as is
easily known from the equation <9. ). And inversely if k,t becornes smaller
and srnaller, other factors being the same as in the case of Fig. 7A, the
a'-curve becomes apart from the t-curve at last, as shown in Fig. 7D. In
other words, if the change of leaf temperature be slower than a certain
limit, the leaf is not stimttl.atecl, as already described <p. 359).

                iii> Effect of the rate of accommodation

    In case kd and t,}-tt are given, the larger the value of fe,,, the srnaller
the value of u.,.... How the a'-curve comes above the t-curve when k. is
large, is shown in Fig. 7E.
    The value of fe. depends on tt aRd t2. So it is often experieRce(l at high
temperatures, that when the change of temperature is made a little slower,
for example if the floating up of a leaf out of the glass spoon is delayed
a rnoment, the temperaÅíure change of a rather large tL)-ti fails to stimulate
the ieaf. On the contrary, the experiment is easier to conduct at low tem-
peratures, for considerable variations of fed do not mal<e u,..x less than U,
owing to small values of le..
    When the leaf is cooled down, even slow cooling often stimulates the
leaf (cf. p. 381), for small values of k,, makes zt... suMcientiy large even
•with small values of led. If kd is constant, a smaller temperature change
can b'e stimulative at Iow temperatures, owing to smal! valttes of le.. The
case is shown in Fig.7F. This case seems to be inconsistent with the fact
that' the threshold difference of the stimulation by a temperature rise is
lar,qer at iow temperatures. Btit the account wili be given iater.---

tw
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    In the above, it is shown kow the experimentai results can be explained
by the hypothesis. All the figures used for the explanation <Fig. 7, A-F)
concerR the case when t,,>4. For the reversecl case when tt<ii, the figures
are inverted, the equcation being <9)'.

    It is not beyond question that the primary adaptation, determined by
the experiment, corresponds to the "accommodation" discussed in the hy-
pothesis. But it may be certain that there is a close connection between
the two. Let it be assumed that the progression of the primary- adaptation
depends solely on t-he "accornmodation." Then the eqttation of the former,
clenoted by fi, is

          a:= sm-+21-'i7IT ?.:J ie,te-kai+ -i,l}',t"-21, le.e-iedr ; ..................(io)

beca, use the initial and the final values of a are si qnd s.,, respective!y. The

equations, (6) and <10), express the same fact in two dfferent measures;
Ramely in the fornaer, the adaptation is expressed by the ternperature to
which the leaf is adaptecl, the initial and the final vaiues being ti and tL,,
.respectively, while in t'he latter equation, the adaptation !s' represented with

the thresiiold temperatttre.
    If kd becomes infinitely large, the equatioR (10) is converted into the
form of the equatioR(i)on p. 362. In most of the experiments niade by the
author, le,t is not less than 14 (cf. p. 362>. Hence the curves by (1) and by

(10), namelys and r) in Fig. 5A, fit each
other within the raRge of errors. In Fig.
5A the o-curve is shown with dots, le,,
be!ng chosen 0.42, so as to let this curve
intersect the s-curve (fe,==0.40 by the ex-

periment) at the middle between si and
sm. The "accommodation" curve, a, is
given by the equation (6).

    The excitation is assumed to occur
when "net disturbaRce" reaches the
value, U. Now if the leaf temperature
were to change by U zvithoitt anN dnera-
lion of time, the excitation would take
place, because there is Ro time for "ac-
cornmodation" to proceed. U, therefore,
is the threshold difference in the ideal
case, in whieli the leaf temperature is
changed without time. U may then be
called the ideat threshold diJfference. U
can be caiculated from the equation <9>
(or (9)'), for it equals zt... when tL)-ti
(or 4-t,)) is the experimental threshold
clifference, as in the case of Fig. 7B.
    Rough estimation of va!ues of Ufor
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  Fig. 8. Logarithm of the thresh-

old difference plotted against
tke first temperature. O, o: ex-
perirnentai threshold difference of

old leaves; Y, y: that of young
Ieaves; U, u: the ideal threskold
difference of young ieaves. O, Y,
and U: for the case of t2>tt; and
o, v, kRd u.:{or thecaseof ti<tL).'
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Table 9.

Temp. increase

Temp. decrease

tl

4oe

3oc

2oe

loo

 lo

35"

2so

Threshold differences

Experimental

i
L

Ideal (U)

 7.oa

 9.7o

13.se

21.le

27.oo

7.se

5.3e

 5.oo

 7.so

12.3e

19.6e

27.oo

;
t

6.so

5.oo

Qie Of U

} 0.64

} 0.63

} 0.63

} 0.70

} 1.20

young leaves are shown in Table 9. Logarithms of the experimental and
the ideal threshold differences plotted against the first tempera.ture are shown
in Fig. 8. The plottings of U fali nearly in a straight line in the case of
tL)>ti• <Temperature quotients, Qio, of U are given in Table 9.)
    The proposition on p. 376 that a smaller temperature c6ange can be'
stimtt{4tive at low teinperatures is showR by the fact that the clifferences
between the experimental ancl the ideal thresholddifferences is smaller at
low temperatures.
    In the above, the case of the leaf temperature changing exponentially
with time has been deait with. Cases in which the ieaf ternperature changes
in other ways may be discussed in similar manner. For example, in the

  t,+io t case of the linear change of tempera-
ce a ture with time, as in the case of deter-
coU

. mining the effect of slow change of
g temperature upon the "abnormality"
8 ti ,, ,, OCCurring iR the second stage(cf. p.36s>,
     xin minutes eqUatiORS Oftand a are as follows:_
                                     t= kaf -Vtb and
   Fig. 9. Rhelation(7etwee?thedteM- fe +t fedu -le(tT>}) aD

ggkak"g8.8,.fl"\:.,.x21ye.,ag. ac a= tir iin le,, -e •• ••• •

 temperature is changed withauni. The relation between t aRd a, in this
 form rate untill the second constant case, is seen in I?ig. 9. Since the tem-
 ternperature (t2=ti+10> is reached• perature change stops whentL} is reached,

the t-curve breaks there; aR(l the a-curve, which is given by the equation
(11) until the break of the t-line, assumes a simple exponential. curve there-

after. The value of u is maximum at the breal< of the t-line.

1) This -is the solution of the differential equation,

        da           ==ka(t-a) or
        dr
ln case kct =t O.

drt
  -+-le,ta-le.tCledT-Fti)==0,
dT
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                         General Piscussien

    When the temperature of a cell is changed, some disturbance must occur
in the cell. Whether the celi wM be excited by that temperature change
or not, depends on whether the disturbance reaches a certain grade oy not.
Accordingly, disturbances caused by different amounts of temperature change
do not radical!y differ from one another, whether they indtice the excitation
or not. This is the author's groun(l for discussing the adaptation process
after the data of the temperature chaRge below the threshold.
    ReadjustrneRt, namely " accornmodation," proceeds as a seqttence ef the
arising disturbance to cancel this. When the net disturbance reaches the
value of ideal threshold difference (U), a secondary system of reactions may
be released, which effect the response of the cell. Then, this system of
reactions shoulct be readjusted after the response, Bamely in the refractory
period. But when the net disturbance fai!s to attain U, it is subdued by
the "accommodation." Though the disturbance wanes marked!y in a reia-
tively short while (the first stage>, a small portion of it needs far Ionger
time to becorne comp{etely readjÅítsted (the second stage).

    By the experiment, it is determined how the condition of cells shifts
after a temperature change and reaches the normal adapt'ed state at the new
temperature. The adaptation in respect to the perceptlon and response is
a part of general adaptat{on of cells to the temperature change. Therefore,
the cell is not yet completely adapted, before the threshold of thermal
stimulation reaches the normal value at the new temperature. The duration
needed for the endonomotis adaptation depends on the modes (rate, extent,
and direction) of the chaRge of temperature, just as the thermal stimulation.

This fact gives warning about the preparation of rnaterials for various
physiological researches, namely when they are brought to the experirnental
temperature which is different frorn the culture temperature. The smaller
the temperature change, the more nearly riormal they will behave. But if
rate or degree of the change be over a certain limit, they may probably be
in an abRormal state for a considerabie while.

    In most cases, leaves shut as soon as they are dipped in water of 450, 50es, or
higfter. But if the temperature difference in that case is small, or if the change is

slow enough, they shut after several seconds or even severahninutes after the dip-
ping in, even at such a high tetnperature. The response of the leaf in the former
case may be due to the disturbance caused by the sudden change ef temperature, as
discussed befere. But the cause must be different in the lattercase, for the duration
passed before the shutting is too long for the presentation time or the reactien time

at high temperatures. The cause may be the injury of cells. The Aldrova7tda leaf
shuts when it is injured slightly, whatever kind of injury it may be. Beyond bio-
1<inetic temperatures, the new equilibriurn may fail to be set up well, the cell being

injured by the increaslng disturbance. The ieaf shuts frorn injury in several secends

to minutes at high temperatures, and in many hours near 0".

    The tonic adaptation in plants is best knowR with z'espect to light.
The li.qht-growth response occurs only after a sudden change of light
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(CHoLoDNy, '31). The stimulative action of lif,r.ht upon the respiration of
roots is weal< if this has previeusly been in light (MoN'cFoRT and F6cKLER,
'38). Phototactic response of Volvox, some swarmspores, etc., is not the
same, according to the rate of change of light intensity, or according to
whether they have previously been in light or in darkness <cf. OvyMANNs,
pp. 323, etc.). The energy quaRtity of light necessary to cause the photo-
tyopisrn is greater with weak li.cr.ht than with intense light, the stimulus-
quaRtity law not holding here on account of adaptation <Du Buy aRd NuERN-
BERGK, II, p. 259.)i)

    In other words, "adaptation" to light is a change of tone such that
the stimulating effect of light becomes less. This is also the common
feature of "adaptation" iR various receptors of animals. WheR the tem-
perature of Aldrovanda leaf is Taisecl <namely in case t,,>ti), the thresltold
difference of stimulation by a temperature rise (to the third temperature>
grows larger with "adaptation" (from sl-t/, to s.,'-tt in Fig. 5A>, and
when lowered (t,,<ti), that by a temperature fall also becomes larger with
time (from t,)-s. to t,}-s. in Fig. 5B).
    According to MAiNx ('29>, phototactic tone of Yolvox, Symera, etc. is
changed by external factors <as hydrogen-ion concentration), but the origi-
nal tone is gradually recovered iR some hours even in that changed coR-
dition. This case may also be the "adaptation" in xespect to tone, though
here it is returning to the original tone, while it is departing froin the
original tone in the above-mentioRed cases. It is, however, not inappro-
priate to speal< of "adaptation" in either of the cases, in spite of the ap-
parent contradiction, the opposite effects depending. on whether the factor
affecting the phototatic tone is light or something else, namely whether
the case concerns heterogeneobes induction (NoLL, '92), or not.

    The adaptability of organisms manifests itse!f in such different ways
as have been mentioned, even considering photo-sensitivity aloRe. But on
the other hand, in the case of homogeneoLts indtsction (namely when the
tone with respect to a stimulus is induced by the same form of energy), the

adaptation in sensitivity to temperature, light, etc., of various plants is
quite similar to one another and to that of anima{s. It is beyond the
scope of this paper, however, to discuss one of the fundamental characters
of living matter, adaptation which reveals itself in innumerable ways, or
to discuss the relation of tonic adaptation to adaptation in general.
    In accordance with PFEFFER's idea <'04), many authors, as cite(l by
     thScHRAMMEcK ('34, p. 376f.), consider that WEBER's Iaw is an expression of
dulling of sensitivity due to the existing stimu{us, or in other words, due
to the rise of tone <"H6herstimmung"). If the terms adopted above are

   1) Or, f.t?'==const., p being smaller than l (f: intensity; t: tlme). In this case,

even the possibility of adaptation of a primary photochemical process is discussed by
them (III, p. 469). Yet the analyses are not advanced, even in phototropism which is
studied most precisely, so far as to show at wl?ich part of the caten'ary reactions, from

the primary process to the final (tropic) movement, the adaptation takes piace.
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used, the law may be attributed to tlze tonic adaptation in the case of homa
geneotts induction.

    As suminarized by STARK ('20), WEBER's law holds true in taxis, tro-
pisms, and nastiesi) caused by various agencies such as chemical substances,
light, gravitation, touching, etc., the tendency, thatthe stronger the stimu-
lus, the greater the threshold for discrimination, being always evident,
though numerical validity of the law is insufflcient in some cases..But
iR the case of therma! stimulation of the Aldrovanda ieaf, the higher the
temperature at which the ieaf is adapted, the smailer is the threshold of
stimuiation by a temperature rise, and vice versa (cÅí Fig. I). This means
that the more the leaf temperature is raised, the more sensitive is the ieaf
to a further rise of temperature, and vice versa. This tendency is the
reverse of what would be expected from WEBEpN's law. Thermal stimula-
tion of the AIdrovanda leaf agrees with other sorts of stimulation pheno-
mena in the point that the effect of stimulation is weakened by the tonic
adaptation (cf. p. 380). But when it is stimulated again after once becom-
ing adapted, the relation of the addkional stimulus to the existent one is
differeRt from other cases.
    WEBER's law in(iicates the relatioR of two stimuli glven one after the
otlier, or simultaneously on opposite sides. The organ in question is thus
introduced to a state of tension,2) viz. the state of toRus in CzApEi<'s or
MmHE's meaning (cf. F. N. p. 367). In the case of thermal stimulatioR of
the Aldrovanda leaf, on the other hand, adaptation to a temperature (in
the biokinetic range) does not put the leaf in the state of tension, though
as in other cases the sensitivity is lessened whiie the adaptation is going
on. Once adaptedg no effect of stimulation due to the foregoing tempera-
ture change seems to remain, while in the case of other sorts of stimulus
the dulling of sensitivity lasts, and affects the perception of the second
stimulus, as long as the first stimulus (or its after-effect) persists. In other

words, temPerature is no longerastimulus zf an organ is once adaPted, while
chemicat substances, ligkt, etc. stitl retain a clzaracteT of stimulzts even afrer

the adaPtation.

    The tendency toward the principle that the higher the temperature,
the more easily the ieaf is stimulated by raising temperature, and vice versa,
rnay mean that the nearer the leaf teinperature is drawR to the extremities
of the biokinetic ran.ge, the more easily the disturbance iR cells is caused.

    Though adaptation to khe first of the two successive stknuli is a necessary con-
dition for WEBER's law, it is self-evident that the law is not concerned if the organ-

ism be adapted to the second stimulus.

   1) Of these, some are subject to the all-or-nothing principle, while some others
are not. But even in the latter case, definite magnitude of response is mostly taken
as the criterion, the responses being treated as if of the former type.
   2) " Ist aiso ein Organismus (Organ) durch Licht, chemlsche Agentien etc. bereits
in einem Reizzttstand versetzt, so ist ein absolttt gr6ssere Reizzuwachs nothwendig,
um. wiederum denselben Effekt . . . ztt verursachen." (PFEFFER, II, p. 625).
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                             Celd-Riger

    Some tests were made to see whether or not Aldrovanda leaves become
non-reactive to stimuli, at low temperatures.

    Cylindrical glass vassels, in which whorls with open leaves were sunk 4cms.
below the water surface, were dipped in brine in the thermostat. The temperature
Of the thermostat was lowered very gradually by making the refrigerator work inter-
ruptedly, ten minutes' work after ten minutes' pause, the thermestat being covered
to prevent heat conduction.

    If the refrigerator was made to work coRtinuously for a longer time,
the number of leaves which shut duriRg the cooling increased, even near
1". This shows that leaves were stimulated by temperature falls even at
such a low temperature. Many of the ieaves were found shut when they

,Whe.' ,e  S,e.',t.:ft.0'?l.O.' lkjf.0,r, 0,",e ,d,a,\,,ftn.9 "ight• 'Ci}ey are supposed to have

    Almost all the Ieaves that were left open after one day's stay .at 0.5e
or 10, reacted to eiectrical, as well as to mechanical stim'ulation. The re-
sponsive movement was very siow, 2 or 3 seconds being needed for the
conspicuous part of the shutting movement even in the quickest case, while
in slqwer cases; the movement was not perceived, until the Ieaf was fouRd
shut after some minutes. If the observation be given up too early in this
latter case, the le4f would fa{sely be considered to have falien in the state
of cold-rigor. When glass vessels containing whorls were put near the
coolest part of the cooliRg coil (close to the expansioR bulb), ieaves were

enclosed in ice, almost all leaves shut but a very few remained open. These
latter ones may have been in cold-rigor, or the freezing may have been
quicl<er than the shutting rnovement.
    The threshold for the electrical stimulation was measured with leaves
adapted at 5', in comparison to those adapted at 260, using Du Bois-REyMoND's
coils and the key to produce single induction shocks (cf. As}ImA, p. 62).

Two platinum plates, 1 cm. square, weye put 1 cm. apart from, and parallel
to, each other. A leaf was put between them roughly in the dorsal position
(cf. AsmDA, p. 63). At first the coils were put 15cms. apart. A single
opening shock was sent to the leaf, and after a minute or more, aRother
opening shocl< was applied, reversing the direction of the current. If the
leaf was not stimulated by that, the coils were drawn lcm. nearer, and
two shocks were given in the same way. The greatest coil-distance which
served to stimulate the leaf was determined in this way. Table 10 shows
the numbers of leaves which showed variotis maximal coil-distance. It is
ciearly recognized that stronger shocks are needed at 5' than at 26'. And
out of 59 leaves tested at 5e, two, one from the whorl No. II and the other
lf8 ii,.iV.',.i}e,a.Ck?.d.lie.i$.le.'l,gO..eieCtr`Cai shocks of the coii-distance of ocm.,

    To conclude, it is not easy to Put Aldrovanda leaves in the state of cold-
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                          Table 10.

    Number of leaves reacted, witk threshold values represented by
                     coi}-distances in cms.

I

II

III

IV

V
VI

26e

7

1

1

8

1

3

2

2

2

1

9

3

3

2

3

4

5

10

14

5

5

3

5

3

11

!

3

3

1

3

2

12

l

Mean
 coil-
 dist.

9.9

9.7

919

9.l

9.6

9.3

5e

5

1

l

6

2

2

i

2

3

7

5

3

4

6

4

4

8

1

6

3

4

2

2

9

1

Mean
 coil-
 dist.

7.4

7.4

7.1

7.1

6.8

6.9

Cold-
rigOr

l

1

rlgor, though the sensitivity ' is somewhat Iowered at low temperatures. It
is reported that filaments of Berberis and Mahonia also react to stimulus
even iiear 0', although SParfrnannia and Mimosa show no response below
11" (BijNNiNG), and below 140 (WArmAcE), respectively.

                              Summary

    1. MiRimal temperature differences necessary to stimu!ate the leaf by
a sudden change of temperature is determined, at various temperatures
between 10 and 4oe :-
      a. In general, the threshold temperature differences are smaller in the
case of suddeR decrease of teinperature than in the case of sudden increase.
      b. The higher (lower) the initiai temperature, to'whicli the leaf has
been adapted, the more seRsitive is the leaf to an increase (a decrease) of
temperature, and the less so to a decrease (an increase).
      c. The older the leaf, the iess sensitive it is to atemperature change.

    2. A sudden temperature change, either an increase oradecrease, can
be stimulative within the harmless temperature range.
    3. The slower the change of leaf teniperatttre, the greater change of
temperature is necessary to stimulate the leaf.
    4. In case the temperature of a leaf is changed rapidly from ti to t:),
without stimulating it, the threshold of stimulation by a sudden change of
temperature shifts froin the value characteristic of ti to the value charac-
teristic of t,,. It is determined, in that' case, that the threshold temperature

is shifted with time roughly exponentially. This stage is called the first
stage of adaptation. The higher the teiinperature, the quicker is the adap-
tation. Young leaves adapt more quickly than old ones.
    5. The threshold temperature is not constant after the first stage, but
fluctuates, to reach the value characteristic of tL, after several laours. This
period is called the second stage of adaptation. Magnitude and duration
of the abnormality in this stage depends on rate and degree of the tem-
perature claaRge the leaf has undergone.
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    6. A hypothesis is proposed to account 'for the observed relations of
the tkermal excitation to some factors. The hypothesis assumes that some
"  disturbaRce" is caused in celis of the leaf by the temperature change, and
that this "disturbance" is at the same time repaired by the "accommo-
datioR " process, the excitation of the leaf depending on the relation between
these two antagonistic processes.
    7. A tendency quite reversed from WEBER's law exists in the relation
between the adapted temperature and the threshold of thermal stimulation
at it. The difference of the thermal adaptation from adaptation to other
sorts of stimulus, as light, gravitation, chemical substances, etc., is discussed.

    8. It is not easy to bring the leaf into the state of cold-rigor, even at
ternperatures near 0'.
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                               Notation

a: "accommodation" expressed by temperature scale <a function of r).
a' =:= a+ U.

di =r- ti -s!, dL, "t2 rm s2, d7n := t2 -sm.

k,t: velocity constant of "accommodationY
ka: velocity constant of change ef leaf temperature, and of "disturbance" caused
   by tke Åíemperature change.
Ie.s: velocity constant of primary (tonic) adaptation.
s: threshold temperature (a function ef T).
s,, s2: mean threshold temperatures from ti and t2. respectively.
s,•.. : mean thresheld temperature finally yeached asymptotically by the primary adap-

     .   tatlon.
(r : "accommodation" represented with threshold temperature.
t: leaf temperature, and, at the same time, "disturbance" corresponding to the leaf
   temperature (a function of i).
ti, t2, t3: the first, the secencl, and tlae third temperature. (When t represents
   "disturbance;' ti and t:,, the initial and final value of "disturbance.")
r: time from the transference (from ti) into t,, until the stimuiation of the leaf by

   changing the temperature from i2 to ta.
                                        'ii : the value of r when sm-s= lo.
rnt: the value of x when zds maximttm.
u: net disturbance. u(r)mt(r)-a(i).
tt,nax: maximum value of tt.
(f: critical value of tt, over which the excitation takes place; and the idea.lthresh-
   o!cl difference (cf. p. 377).
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   Lately E. GAuMANN (Ueber die experimentelie Aus16suRg der Gutta-
tion. Ber. deut. bot. Ges., 56, 396. 1938) reported that the water absorbing

activity of the reots of some plants was reduced by a rapid change of
soil temperature, and that the effect of a temperature rise was recovered in
a night at suitabie temperatures, while that of a temperature fall was not
at any of the temperatures of his experiment. It is interesting that a
temperature fail has a stronger infiuence than a rise in the case of roots
also. (cf. Tables 3--6 and Fig. 1.)


